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Whole Language Revisited i?
ARTICLE BY ARDEN

RUTH

POST

About a decade ago the whole language movement took the country by
storm. Educators and schools turned to
children's literature as the primary
source of reading materials. They included a lot of student writing and encouraged the free flow of ideas and invented
spelling of words which the child did not
know. The whole language movement
was seen as freeing the student and
teacher from the skills approach which
taught reading as many bits and pieces.
Reading was seen as involving whole
texts or stories, lots of whole class reading and discussing; the whole act of
reading was indeed greater than the sum
of its parts.
The whole language movement
sought to take what was natural about
learning to speak and to incorporate that
into language arts teaching. The theory
was that children learn to read by reading and writing things that are mearLingful to them. A natural progression would
occur reflecting children's levels of
development and growing maturity.
Kindergarten and first grade saw many
language experience stories in which the
students dictated sentences for a story
to the teacher who wrote them on chart
paper. These stories were based on children's experiences, ex. A Trip to the
Fire House. The stories became the
reading material in school and at home
because the stories were duplicated for
each child. The Language Experience
story, often a part of any kindergarten
program years ago, became a focal point
for learning to read. Teachers introduced Big Books, large reproductions of
children's books which could be read
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aloud by the teacher while pointing to
words. After many readings children
learned the words and read along. Book
browsing, simply looking at books, was
a part of the kindergarten and first grade
reading programs. Journals became popular and often began with a child drawing pictures, later adding letters to tell a
message, and moving to words and sentences as development occurred and the
school year progressed. Children were
encouraged to sound out words in writing and produced spellings according to
their own level of development in the
sound-symbol correspondence.
Definition
Parents will recognize many of the
above characteristics of reading-language arts programs in their schools. In
some areas of the U.S. and Canada disillusionment with whole language programs has caused schools to review
their programs or at least to drop the
term, whole language, while retaining
essential characteristics. Instead of the
term whole language, schools may refer
to their reading/language arts programs
as integrated, thematic, interactive, or
just a language approach. However, a
review of this significant educational
movement and its development and, in
some cas~s, demise is a pertinent educational issue for parents and teachers.
The essence of whole language can be
defined as an integration of listening,
speaking, reading, writing, and thinking
within communication-centered learning
experiences based on mearLingful content. MearLingful content refers to content that is mearLingful to the child, for
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example, children's literature, real life
experiences, and content area school
subjects such as science, social studies,
and the arts. A good definition of the
whole language approach includes the
statement that a sufficient amount of
time must be given to the development
of skills, the ingredients in the recipe of
creating the cake called communication.
Unfortunately, the lack of development
of skills has been questioned, a leading
cause of disillusionment in some
schools.
Whole language is a philosophical
approach to teaching reading and the
language arts; it is not a specific, published program. According to proponents of the approach, the focus is on
learning language in a way that promotes its ultimate goal: communication.
Whole language not only recognizes
communication, but it recognizes the
holistic nature of the child. Learning
holistically is stressed: reading a whole
text before analyzing its parts, connecting reading and writing as equal parts of
written language, recognizing the necessity of developing oral language in listening and speaking, and using our thinking
processes.

5.

6.

7.

Key Components
- The observer in a whole language
classroom will likely notice many of the
following activities and materials:
1. Children read children's literature,
also called trade books. These may
be in place of the basal reader
anthologies or in addition to them.
2. Young children browse in books and
read small books that are the same as
a Big Book the teacher has read to
the class.
3. The teacher repetitively reads Big
Books until the children have almost
memorized them and read chorally
with the teacher.
4. Children write at all ages. Young
children tell stories with pictures.
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9.
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Writing development is seen as moving from pictures to letters to words.
Children invent spelling. Children
are encouraged to write the word the
way it sounds. A preschooler may
write fish by drawing a picture, a
kindergartner may draw a picture and
put the letter f The first grader may
write the wordfsh.
Teachers plan integrated lessons in
which not only listening, speaking,
reading, and writing are integrated
but these language arts areas are connected to content areas. Often
lessons are grouped around a theme.
Thematic units have gained in popularity and many teaching objectives
can be accomplished through a unit.
Taking the theme The Human Body,
for example, the teacher may read
Joanna Cole's The Magic School Bus
in the Human Body, have the children trace and cut out the shapes of
their bodies, and keep a journal of
their meals. These are just a few of
the many activities that may reflect
content area integration.
Oral language has a prominent place
in the classroom in discussing,
reporting, conversing, and brainstorming. Oral language precedes
writing and "sets the stage" for writing.
Reader-Writer Workshops may occur
in which a significant time period is
devoted to language arts:
• a mini-lesson on some aspect of language learning, independent student reading time as well as reading
in small groups or as a whole class,
• writing time in which a written
response to the reading occurs and
makes use of the language learning
from the mini-lesson.
Fewer ditto sheets and workbook
pages are produced as students are
involved in more "real writing" than
filling in blanks and circling of multiple choice answers.
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and reading groups based on stories in
which they had an interest.

10. Process writing occurs in which students and teacher proceed through
several phases of the writing process:
Prewriting
brainstorming, rehearsing,
pictorializing
Drafting
getting it down on paper
sharing for feedback
Postwriting
revising
editing
polishing
sharing

Concerns
The enthusiasm with which the
changes in language learning were greeted by many students, parents, and teachers contrasts with the concerns that others have raised. Recent articles in local
newspapers speak about teachers and
parents noting students' deficiencies.
The concerns tend to relate to two areas:
phonics and spelling.
Phonics refers to the sound-symbol
correspondence, the relationship
between the spoken and the written
word. Phonics is believed by many to be
the strategy children need to "break the
code" between written and spoken language. Phonics teaching initially has
focused on how to pronounce words. A
natural progression has been its use in
spelling, the production of the written
word. Learning the sound-symbol correspondence helps us pronounce and spell
many words.
The sound-symbol correspondence
can be taught and learned synthetically
or analytically. Synthetic phonics works
from individual sounds and blends them
into whole words. Cat would be learned
as the "k" sound of a hard c, the short a
as in apple, and the t sound as in time.
The child blends the sounds, c-a-t, into
cat. An analytic phonics approach looks
at word families; it approaches words as
wholes. Cat would be a member of the
-at family and might be listed on the
chalkboard, a chart, or in students'
books on a word family page:
-atfamily
cat - rat - bat
Either the synthetic or analytic phonics approach has merit. Some students
team better with one method or another.
Critics contend that the whole language
approach has eliminated any systematic
phonics instruction. However, many
believe that the analytic phonics

Praises
Many parents and teachers have
praised the whole language movement
for motivating students to read and
write, for generating enthusiasm for language learning, for creating a surge of
interest in books among both students
and teachers. Teachers report students
are eager to read and are developing
many skills naturally through reading
and writing. They cite improved comprehension and ability to think on higher
levels about written text. They cite oral
reading fluency that comes from
increased reading, thus, giving more
practice in the reading act. Teachers
have noted more fluent writers who can
produce stories, summaries, and essays.
These writers can develop a story plot or
produce a persuasive written argument.
Critical thinking, so needed in the world
today, has occurred when students discuss and evaluate reading material to
detect bias, recognize forms of persuasion, and form substantiated conclusions. Students who hated grammatical
work with a list of sentences from a
grammar book respond eagerly to polishing up sentences of their own for a
story or a book they are publishing.
Students who lost interest or were
embarrassed in the round robin basal
reading groups have become eager readers when encouraged to choose books
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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approach fits in naturally and necessarily and is, in fact, found in many whole
language classrooms.
Knowledge of phonics not only
enables the sounding out of words for
pronunciation but also the creation of
words in spelling. The child spelling cat
would say something like the following:

there are those that dropped it. The
extent and manner of teaching skills,
such as those involved in phonics and
spelling, may have changed.
As with any teaching, students
respond and learn differently. While
many have responded well to the whole
language approach and developed skills
in a holistic context, others didn't. The
tendency can be to throw out the
approach without an adequate analysis
or examination of just where problems
have arisen. Some communities have
seen the rise of parent advocacy groups
that have as their objective to "rid
school systems of whole language and
reintroduce systematic phonics instruction".
Unfortunately, this antithesis doesn't
have to exist. Schools that have returned
to reading-language arts programs that
focus on phonics are at a dangerous end
of the continuum, as much as they may
have considered whole language advocates to be at the other end. An unnatural dichotomy has been created that
doesn't need to exist and, in fact, in reality has not existed in most schools, even
those advocating whole language.

"K-K-K, let's see, cat begins with
a K sound, that could be Kor C.
"A-A-A, that's an a."
"T-T-T, that's at."
The child then writes kat or cat.
In a whole language approach the kat
of an early first grader would likely be
accepted as a good level of development
in the sound-symbol connection. In a traditional skills approach kat may have
been corrected or not written at all by
the child until the correct sound/symbol
relationship was established.
Critics have contended that "anything
goes" seems to be the philosophy with
regard to spelling in whole language
classrooms. They claim that, if children
don't pick up the correct spelling from
reading and writing, they are not taught
it and continue to spell any way they
please. They contend that there is no
systematic instruction in phonics or
spelling; rather the student is left to disc-over the sound-symbol connection.
Parents and teachers have been known
to cite examples of students who
"arrived at fifth grade not knowing how
to spell and spelling any way they want."
Others notice an inability to sound out
unknown words, and to a lesser extent,
inability to use other strategies to figure
out unknown words.

Trends
A variety of responses to the concerns have arisen. Some schools have
met with parents, explained their programs, requested feedback, and made
necessary changes throughout the last
several years. Other schools have reported no real problems because they continue to do what they say they've always
done: to integrate some of the new with
some of the old. In other words, they
took the elements of the whole language
approach and worked the traditional
skills teaching into it in a meaningful
way. Still other schools that want to be
considered whole language schools have
convinced parents that they are teaching
the skills in a new and better way. They
point to such materials as Sheep in a

Response to concerns
While the above concerns are certainly legitimate, it should be noted that
most classrooms have not abandoned
phonics and spelling. In fact, there are
probably more classrooms that hold to
systematic teaching in these areas than
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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dent's life, and thus the problem we
sought to correct.
• Some schools have "thrown out"
whole language teaching entirely.
They have re~instituted a basal package with a heavy skills emphasis. This
could be unfortunate if they have
removed a significant amount of time
for children's literature and "real"
reading and writing.
• Some schools have made peace with
the whole language approach, are not
afraid to use the term, and have
demonstrated that their students can
be taught phonics and spelling in a
meaningful context. Perhaps they also
openly tackled problems and solved
them as they arose.
• Many schools have dropped the term
whole language and refer to the integrated nature of their language arts
teaching as simply a language

Jeep and other books by Nancy Shaw in
which the phonic elements are systematically included in a story. They point to
materials put out by the Wright Group
such as the big book, Mrs. Wishy
Washy, in which children learn repetitive language, story structure, and the
sound of the letter W. They empower the
teacher to teach the needed skills in
meaningful materials.
The term whole language has become
extinct in many areas, particularly in
Canada, it seems. The demise of the
term may be a blessing because of the
unfortunate publicity it has received and
the connotations associated with it. We
hear reference to an integrated language arts approach or an interactive
approach. While the latter has often
been applied primarily to reading, it suggests the interactive nature of learning,
and language learning, in particular.
While titles change, and at present it
may be politically wise to do so, the
essence of the program is what needs
examination. Schools shouldn't drop an
approach without careful study, probably just like they shouldn't adopt an
approach without careful study. Often
those who enthusiastically jump on the
new bandwagon are first off when perceived problems arise.
In the United States the following
trends summarize what has been developing in schools:
• Some schools have told teachers to
be sure to cover the skills listed on
the scope and sequence charts that
accompany basal reader packages or
school-made curriculum guides. The
materials they use and the way they
teach is up to individual teacher
choice.
• Some schools have added phonics
workbooks or a specific phonics program to be sure phonics is covered.
The danger here is that it will become
isolated from meaningful material, the
real reading and writing of the stuMI CHI GAN RE ADIN G JO URNA L

approach.

Identify Specific Problems
Any approach or program should be
evaluated for a look at specific problems. The statement, "Johnny can't
spell," doesn't tell us much. We need to
ask questions such as the following:
• What words can't he spell?
• Are they words, like the, which have
to be memorized visually?
• Are they words for which the soundsymbol connection can be made?
• Are they words which he should be
developmentally expected to spell for
his grade?
• Are they words with which he has had
contact in reading or writing?
• What rules or generalizations can be
identify that he needs to be taught?
These questions help us identify problems that we can address once we know
what they are. When students' problems
are compared within a classroom and
across classrooms, we can pinpoint general weaknesses in the curriculum in
addition to individual needs.
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Likewise, the familiar statement,
"Johnny can't pronounce words," needs
to be examined for specifics:
• All words?
• What kinds of words?
• At what reading level is he mispronouncing words?
• What strategies does he use to figure
out unknown words?
• From a list of ten strategies, which
can he use and which does he need to
be taught?
• Can we define a connection between
word identification for reading and
problems in spelling?
• Is there a relationship between speed
of reading and mispronunciations?
• Are his errors similar in appearance,
part of speech, or meaning to the correct word?
As with spelling, such questions pinpoint the problem for an individual and
allow comparison with others in the
same grade.

munication and the holistic nature of the
child. It does not advocate omitting or
neglecting skills. If this, in fact,
occurred, a re-examination of individual
programs is needed. Perhaps a fresh
look at the definition of whole language
presented at the beginning of this article
and an analytical examination of reading
and writing problems that particular
schools have noticed will suggest ways
to refine the approach while maintaining
an integrated, interactive nature of learning within the language arts and the content areas. Call it what you will: an integrated, an interactive, a language
approach. The issue is not the name but
the teaching and learning that occur!
Communication-centered experiences
are the heart of language. All aspects of
language learning can be integrated into
meaningful learning experiences that
prepare literate citizens to thrive in
today's world. We've come a long way.
Let's not throw the baby out with the
bath water!

Conclusion
The whole language philosophy gave
recognition to the importance of com-
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